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Interns Make Virtual Pivot

Distance interaction as student and instructor
We went into education
because we love seeing,
teaching, and being with
students face-to-face.
COVID-19 had a different
plan for any educators
who thrive off of student
engagement. Being a
STEM intern has allowed
us to work with local
students of our community; whether that included
STEM Nights, Kid Wind,
Tutoring, Math Circles, or
on-campus activities.
As we prepare to
become educators, we
currently sit in a very
unique position. We are
teachstem@cwu.edu

the only generation who
has learned to teach via
distance learning while
distance learning ourselves. Though distance
learning hasn’t been easy,
we will spend the rest
of our careers reflecting
on how we got through
teaching in the pandemic
and cracking jokes about
“remember whens.”
The Teach STEM program has taught us that
self-reflection is one of the
most important aspects of
teaching, but if COVID has
taught us anything, honesty and openness is just

as important. Spending
the time to be honest and
open with our students
will provide them with the
reassurance they need to
succeed. We will forever
have a bond with this
generation of students
due to going through this
ourselves.
As STEM interns, we
are eager to get back
into the community with
these students, where we
can share our knowledge,
experiences, and stories
we have collected through
COVID.
- Payton
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Meet the STP
2020-21 Interns
Ellensburg Interns
Program Support
- Payton Mitchell
Math Circles
- Sam Wilson
- Roy Cruz
Robotics
- Matthew Changar
- Zach Nelson
Planetarium
- Grace Warren
- Isabella Sullivan
Des Moines Interns
Program Support
- Brittney Guillen
- Espi Artiles
- Tanya Spatarel
@cwuteachstem
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Co-Directors Corner
With Jennifer Dechaine

First, and most importantly, I want to recognize
all of you who are serving as teachers, in K-12
schools, or in educational
programs on the front
lines of this pandemic.
As Co-Director, an educator, and a parent of a
K-12 student, I have been
extremely inspired by
I am so excited about our teachers’ resilience and
creativity under arduous
inaugural Teach STEM
teaching circumstances
Newsletter! Thank you
with too little support. To
to everyone, and espesay this is a tough year
cially our favorite adviwould be an understatesor, Rachel George, and
ment, and it still may
amazing intern, Payton
Mitchell, for all the work get worse before it gets
to bring this together. We better. We are cheering
are glad for this new op- for those of you working
portunity to connect and in the field. Don’t hesitate
to reach out if you think
share Teach STEM happenings with our alumni of anything we can do for
you. This too shall pass.
and partners.

TH

eachSTEM 2020
ighlights
- We have over
50 senior students this
year and all of them are
in senior (STP305-306)
practicums with mentor teachers. Thank you
1,000 times to our mentor teachers! We cannot
exist without you. If you
are interested in becoming a mentor teacher
(must have taught at
least three years), please
email Dr. Rogan-Klyve
(Allyson.Rogan-Klyve@
cwu.edu).
- The Teach STEM
program received a 20212023 PESB Advancing Equity Grant. This grant will
help to improve cultural
responsiveness throughout the Teach STEM program and curriculum and
enhances partnerships
with Highline School

How is the Westside?

A report from Des Moines with Darin Knapp

We have a new cohort of
Teach STEM Des Moines candidate teachers this fall! Many of
them bring excellent experience
as educators already. They are
working to connect and get to
know each other given the virtual
learning environment this year.
They enjoyed their first practice
teaches by learning about circuits
and building LED circuit cards
with their volunteer students.
Our seniors began their yearlong mentorships with middle
school math and science teachers
teachstem@cwu.edu

around the South Puget Sound
this fall. These mentor teachers
are not only shifting their practice
to the new virtual
environment, they
are also welcoming our students
in to observe, support and teach.
Our students said being in these
classes is one of the most rewarding parts of the program,
especially getting to know and
work with middle school students!
509-963-2929
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District and Puget Sound
ESD.
- We are excited to
announce that, in collaboration with the
Department of Curriculum, Instruction, and
Educational Leadership,
we will be starting a new,
mostly-online STEM
Leadership Specialization
of CWU’s Master Teacher, M.Ed, program in
summer 2021. This is an
awesome Master’s opportunity for certified science, mathematics, and
STEM teachers. It is the
only program of its kind
in Washington State. Find
out more at https://www.
cwu.edu/teachstem/
stem-leadership-masters.
Stay safe this holiday
season,
Jennifer Dechaine
Teach STEM Co-Director
Chair, Science & Math Ed

STEM Activites to
do in Quarantine

Eat some gummy bears, but have
some fun while you do it!

Growing Gummy Bears - Let’s see
what helps gummy bears grow!
Fill one cup up with water, one with
vinegar, one with salt water, and the
last one with water with some baking
soda. Then place one gummy bear
into each cup and leave them for a
minimum of 4 hours.
Which liquid helps them grow the
most?
@cwuteachstem
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Alumni in the
Spotlight

A look into Hailey Cottle’s
first year of teaching

Hailey is a 2019 STP graduate.
She teaches chemistry, IB Design Technology, Robotics, and
Engineering at Inglemoor High
School.
How was
your first
year?
My first
year was
crazy! I
taught
4 preps,
my school had a cyber security
breach that affected Windows
computers, and then COVID hit.
Although it was a difficult year,
my students were amazing and
now I feel like I can do anything!
What practices/concepts did
you walk away from Central
with that you are utilizing as a
teacher?
I learned how to structure my
lessons (5E’s) and classroom
management strategies. I also
utilize Bloom’s Taxonomy to
incorporate critical thinking as
much as possible!
How well did STP prepare you
to teach in the classroom?
The STEM Teaching Program is
top notch. I recommend anyone
interested in teaching to join the
program because of the amount
of field experience it offers.
teachstem@cwu.edu
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Improving My Ed Tech Skills

Emilie Hancock, Assistant Professor in Mathematics Education

2020 has been…interesting. To
preserve the appearance of sanity
as I navigate online teaching, I’ve
embraced the mantra: “Make just
one change at a time.” For my calculus course this fall, I first moved
in-class explorations to typed
webpages with videos (Calcvids.
org!). Unfortunately, student exploration felt lost. As I think about
one change to improve inquiry next
quarter, I’m asking: Am I using technology to help students reorganize
thinking, or just to amplify calculations?
Pea (1985) explains how technology can both amplify our ability to
accomplish tasks faster and more
efficiently (hello, Symbolab), but
also help us reorganize our thinking. Programs like Desmos and

Faculty Feature

GeoGebra let students create and
manipulate mathematical objects.
Instead of “Use the limit definition
to calculate the derivative,” my
students can start with a Desmos
exploration to connect algebraic
and graphical representations of
the derivative.
I can’t control surprise Zoom
appearances from my family, but
evaluating how I use technology to
promote more reorganizing, problem solving, and wondering does
feel like something I can do. And it
will help me when I’m back in the
classroom. Whether you make your
own apps or use existing online
resources (e.g., PhET STEM simulations), I encourage you to think
about small changes you can make
to how you’re using ed tech!

Meet Adrienne Pinsoneault, STP Master Teacher

I moved to Ellensburg in June from San Jose, California where I taught
high school biology and chemistry for the last six years. Before that, I
taught English classes at a public high school
in Panguipulli, Chile and worked in an after-school program at a community center in
the Bay Area. My interest in education was
sparked by my
work at the community center,
where I worked
with many students who were excluded from
our education system due to systemic injustices. Outside of school and work, I enjoy
being outside, kickboxing, travelling, and
volunteering.

Send us your feature stories!

Know someone who should be featured? An alum...a mentor...YOU? Send
us your story nominations to teachstem@cwu.edu to be featured.
509-963-2929
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2020-2021 Scholarship Recipients

Thank you to our donors of the Howard Family and Elliot Family Scholarships. Our students are grateful!
Payton Mitchell
Roy Cruz Jr
Tatyana Spatarel
Middle Level Math and Science
Physics and Math
Middle Level Math and Science
Spring 2021 Student Teaching
Spring 2023 Student Teaching
Spring 2021 Student Teaching
“This scholarship means the world to
“Obtaining this scholarship means
“I am very grateful for the opportunity
me. This allows me to
that I will be one step
and for being selected
focus more on school,
closer to achieving my
for this scholarship. It
which allows me to
goal. Since I was a kid,
really is such a great
best prepare myself
I have wanted to be
help for me and for
for the future as a
a high school teacher
other students who
teacher. I am incredbecause to me they
are in financial need.
ibly grateful to have
were superheroes. I
Now, I am one step
some of the stress of
looked up to them and I want to be a
further in becoming an
paying for college off my shoulders.”
role model for other students.”
educator. Thank you very much.”
Kendra Gardner
Physics
Spring 2022 Student Teaching
“This scholarship
puts me one step
closer to accomplishing my goal of inspiring the next generation of physicists.
My biggest passion
is sharing these
physics concepts I enjoy so much with
students who may one day find the
same enjoyment for them.”
Esperanza Artiles
Middle Level Math and Science
Fall 2021 Student Teaching
“Receiving this
scholarship shows
recognition for the
work I have done and
allows me to continue learning with a bit
less stress. Having
the ability to focus
on my schoolwork without the added
pressure of having to work full time is
a great blessing.”
teachstem@cwu.edu

Mariela Rivera-Garcia
Secondary Math
Spring 2021 Student Teaching
“One thing I am
looking forward to
about having my
own classroom
is being able to
create an environment for my
future students to
succeed, an area where I can incorporate various resources to maximize
student success.”

Samantha Wilson
Middle Level Math
Spring 2021 Student Teaching
“I am looking forward
to being able to display
different influential
mathematicians around
my classroom. It is important for my students
to know that anyone
can be a great mathematician. Bringing
diversity and equity into my classroom
is my number one goal.”

Joely Stodden
Secondary Math
Fall 2021 Student Teaching
“One thing I look
forward to with my
own classroom is
being a role model
for all my students.
I want my students
to feel comfortable
with me and know
that I will support them through
everything. I am excited to make a
difference in students’ lives.”

Daniel Reed
Computer Science
Spring 2021 Student Teaching
“One thing I am
looking forward to
is being able to be
a positive influence
on the lives of my
students and see
that influence over
the course of the year. I am grateful for
this scholarship, as it is scholarships like
this one that makes learning possible
for a lot of people.”
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